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At TDOE we have realized our unique position when
it comes to science. We take students out of the
classroom, and into nature. There, they experi ence
mastery through education in the physical world.
There, they are in the middle of all that is happening
- in the heart of science.
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THE SCHOOL
PROGRAM
At The Dale Oen Experience we are in contact with young students
on an everyday basis. Additionally, we are always conscious to
discuss the importance of education and knowledge. We ask our
participants about their days at school, their favorite subjects,
what they’d like to work with, and how they see them- selves
when they grow up. The students always answer with great
enthusiasm. We have listened carefully. You can read about
Norwegian students dropping out, or struggling with science.
The PISA-score shows that Norwegian students are weak in
mathematics. PISA claim poor motivation and anxiety for the
scientific subjects contribute to the poor results. It seems that
motivation and knowledge for science subject is declining.
If a student is going to become an electrician, or a nurse, or
an engineer, scientific subjects are a significant part of their
education. In lower sixth form, upper sixth-form, college and
university - education is full of science.

No matter what course direction students choose – a prior
knowledge of science is required. The knowledge of nature is
the knowledge of organic and inorganic science. In short, nature
is described and understood through the study of mathematics,
biology, geography, physics and chemistry.
Teaching through activities, we wish to show the students that
knowledge in MST´s, help explain what we´re experiencing.
Knowledge about science is not knowledge about a far and
unknown magic wonderland. Science explains everything
surrounding us! «Knowledge is everything».
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INTRODUCTION
At TDOE we have realized our unique position when it comes to
science. We take students out of the classroom, and into nature.
There, they experience mastery through education in the physical
world. There, they are in the middle of all that is happening
- in the heart of science.
Around us we can observe, touch, breathe, feel, and smell
- what we learn in school.

Can TDOE help our participants on their way to getting their
dream job? Can we participate to increase motivation and
defuse MST´s? And how can TDOE help increase basic
knowledge about nature?

Geography describes why the landscape looks as it does. Physics
explains why kayaks float on water. Biology may explain the wildlife
in areas around us. We are well positioned to show students that
what they learn on the school bench, is necessary knowledge, and
if they are outdoors, this is something they will encounter and be
interested to understand. By being outdoors, we in TDOE believe
that the students will be inspired to crave greater knowledge, and
seek this, through both theory, and practical education outdoors.
We wish to enhance this.
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During the past 4 years over 30,000
students have participated in our
programs. These progra have ranged
from longer expeditions in the arctic to
shorter trips at our Dale Oen Center,
1 hour west of bergen

The student explorers will undertake
scuba-diving courses and build an ROV
before the 3rd phase of the expedition
begins. The sunken ship shall be filmed
and documented by ROV and scuba
divers. Experts will train the students

DOCUMENTARY The whole project is to
be filmed and documented. Additionally,
the explorers will be publishing in both
Norwegian and English, how the project
was developed, what they have found, and
most importantly, what they have learned.
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HOW IT WILL
BE DONE
At The Dale Oen Experience we want to offer students practical subjects that focus on research. Subjects including science
in practical and everyday problems, which in turn motivate and
reinforce students approach to science.
We envision developing skills in three areas; practical technology,
practical research, and a greater understanding of nature and
the environment. Working along these interconnected threads
we will develop the ability of students to cooperate and interact
with each other.

NATURE, ENVIRONMENT AND OUTDOOR LIFE WITH
THE DALE OEN EXPERIENCE
Fall Semester
As a start to the year, we want to offer an orientation camp with
teachers and students, along with The Dale Oen Experience.
Here, students cross the Hardangervidda mountain plateau in
Amundsen’s footsteps. Here, students also gain knowledge in the
use of drone and film and photography.

Through subsequent plans developed with teacher interaction
and fine tuning, we want to offer students the opportunity to
engage in practical work in their approach to science.

Outdoors
This segment moves teaching outside and the students will get
a practical introduction to:

We wan them to discover that science is around them every day,
all the time. In doing so we hope to reduce or even eliminate
their fear of science. This is our goal.

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

In addition, students will have the opportunity to participate in a
larger scientific project. Research on micro plastic – the Expedition to Gulen. Here, we establish Camp Gulen specifically for
our project.
Here, students will have the opportunity to conduct research in
real terms. In Camp Gulen three teams become one team and
work united for a common goal.

Survival skills
Fire
Camp
Harvesting from nature
First Aid
Map and compass
Fishing Courses
Introduction to public land rights, and rules
for hunting and fishing

The semester will culminate with a project focused on the planning and execution of small and large executions. This project may
be combined with “practical research” and “practical technology”
phases of our coursework.
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Spring Semester
At the beginning of the spring semester, The Dale Oen Experience
will introduce an Environmental Studies workshop. Our goal is to
insert Environmental Studies within the context of our practical
research and technology coursework. This can be done by a common focus at Camp Gulen, where all subjects are working to gather
and process data on the environment and waste management.
Additional studies include:
»» Mapping and utilization of local community resources
»» Introduction to the concept of sustainable resource
utilization
»» Explore and record local environmental changes (data collection through voluntary camp)
At the conclusion of this semester data acquired through the
practical research and technology coursework will assess local
resources and conditions then propose measures to prevent unwanted environmental change.

RESEARCH IN PRACTICE THE DALE OEN EXPERIENCE
Fall Semester
As a start to the year, The Dale Oen Experience always offers an
orientation camp with teachers and students. Following orientation students begin an introductory course on the fundamentals
of research:
»» What is research?
»» How is research the quest towards “truth”?
»» Famous Scientist
»» Research History
»» Idea development:
Students are then given an issue to consider.
“How much micro plastic is in our nearby ocean?”
In this part of the subject, we wish to emphasize that the students
develop their own questions and curiosity. Emphasis should be
placed on the student’s own commitment and allow the development of their own theories.

Spring Semester
»» Using their hypotheses / research questions to plan investigations - debate and discuss findings from practical
research in light of hypotheses and research questions
Practical exploration:
Through planned excursions, students will be given an opportunity
to complete their re-search and further develop their knowledge
by having to:
»» Make relevant adjustments during the implementation of
their planned research
»» Make informed choices in terms of equipment for collecting
and analyzing data
»» Learning to write (in Norwegian and English) scientific
reports
With experience in writing reports, students will learn to recognize:
»» Explaining the methods and procedures for collecting data
»» the functioning of the equipment
»» Systematize data and recognize patterns
»» Assess uncertainty
Communicate the results of practical examples in a transparent
manner.
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TECHNOLOGY IN PRACTICE WITH
THE DALE OEN EXPERIENCE
After The Dale Oen Experience orientation camp with teachers and
students, we begin the technology in practical coursework. Here,
students learn to operate a fully built ROV in an enclosed pool.
Included in their visits to NUI and Swire Seabed they will learn
about the famous Apollo 11 engine recovery project.
Fall Semester
The objective of this semester will be to build and assemble an
ROV. Initially, students will have the opportunity to examine a fully
built ROV and analyze the technical solutions, design, functionality,
and user customization. After inspection of this precompiled copy,
students will be tasked with building a kit of a similar ROV.
Through this building process students will get an introduction to
the following points:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

English user guidance
Technical drawings
Scale
Selection tools
Use of tools
Use of safety equipment and safety
Electronics

OpenROV.com

This semester can be seen as preparatory work for the spring
semester which aims to collaborate with the subjects “Practical
Research” and “Nature and Environment”.
The collaboration will mainly take place at Camp Gulen. The task of
students in “Technology in Practice” will be to manage and maintain ROVs during this camp. They will also spearhead collecting
data other students may use in their research, along with monitoring of contamination by micro plastics.
Spring Semester
Spring semester starts with planning the expedition to Camp Gulen. The main focus will be to map the requirements for data collection by the ROV, and determine the specifications needed for
the ROV to accomplish the mission. At Camp Gulen students of the
“practical technology” subject will continue working with students
from “practical research” and “na- ture and environment” to conduct studies on micro-plastics in the ocean. While the remainder
of the semester can be scheduled with the teacher and/or school,
The Dale Oen Experience envisions continued effort by the students, including a written report, describing how the equipment
and products were used during the collection of data and samples.
Additionally, the students can suggest ways to improve the equipment going forward. This report can provide the foundation for
students to spend the remainder of the semester implementing
and testing the proposed solutions and evaluating it against the
original ROV.
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facebook.com/TheDaleOenExperience

@DaleOenExp

www.daleoen.com

